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OPINION

1. lnstructions
I am asked to consider the current position concerning the position of BiFab and the
Scottish Government ('ScGov') and in particular the withdrawal by the latter from its
agreement to provide a guarantee in respect of a proposal by BiFab to manufacture wind
turbines for the NnG project. The withdrawal by ScGov is said to be based on its view that
the EU State Aid regime prevents it lawfully providing the guarantee. This opinion is

inevitably subject to the constraints imposed by paucity of information and by urgency.

2. EU State Aid
The EU State Aid regime proceeds in essence on the basis that unlawfulness arises where it
may be established that the state aid in question goes beyond what the private sector would
provide. Thus the advice ScGov apparently has received must proceed on the basis that for
the ScGov to provide the guarantee it would be acting in a manner to support BiFab that
goes beyond what the private sector would do. To do so would offend against the EU State
Aid regime.

3. ScGov position
For the guarantee to be unlawful as described above the ritical predicate fact is that the
market in the provision of guarantees and performance bonds would refuse to provide such

a guarantee to BiFab. This assumes ScGov has tested the market in some manner as regards
BiFab. This is perhaps a surprising step for ScGov to undertake not least as it is unlikely to
have the full information available to BiFab and its holding company. Furthermore the
market in guarantees includes the provision of bespoke bonds. To establish the response of
the market to a proposal is not especially easy. lt is therefore important that ScGov be

transparent in revealing how it assessed the market position.



4. The section 57(2) fetter
lf it is indeed correct that ScGov tested the market and found the guarantee would distort
the competitive position the problem for the ScGov is that pursuant to section 57(2)

Scotland Act 1998 it is prevented from acting contrary to Community law. Thus to provide a

guarantee that offended against the EU State Aid regime would be beyond the powers of
ScGov. This fetter on the powers of ScGov as a subsidiary administration does of course not
apply to the UK government, as the sovereign body.

HMG position

Without the fetter on its powers HMG is nonetheless obliged to adhere to the EU State Aid
regime until the end of the transition period on 31 December 2020. Nonetheless HMG has
greater flexibility in its actings. As the administration primarily responsible for the UKs
actings in respect of inter alia state aid it is in a better position to assess the market in
guarantees overall. lts experience in giving guarantees is of course much broader than
ScGov. One immediate example is the guarantee provided in respect of the Hinkley Point
project. Moreover the lnfrastructure (Financial Assistance) Act 2012 empowers HMG to
provide inter alia guarantees in respect of projects in respect of Scottish projects. lt is not
clear whether ScGov consulted HMG as to the possibility of HMG providing the guarantee.

HMG is in a better position to form a view as to whether there is any serious prospect of the
EU State Aid regime being extended in some way beyond 31 December 2O2A.

Transition
It is perhaps remarkable that the decision by ScGov to withdraw the guarantee based on the
EU State Aid regime took place when that regime will cease to apply to Scotland on 31

December 2O2O. lf it had been so minded ScGov could have deferred the decision until after
that date. There does not appear to have been any immediary for provision of the
guarantee. A willingness to provide a guarantee would not in my view of itself offend
against the EU State Aid regime. Normally there is an effective date in a guarantee when the
contractor calls on the subcontractor (which I understand is the BiFab/EDF relationship) to
deliver the guarantee. I do not understand there has been such a call. Therefore one is left
with the perception that ScGov has acted unnecessarily precipitately in 'withdrawing the
guarantee'. There is in fact no guarantee to be withdrawn but only an agreement in
principle to provide such a guarantee. lt appears to be an excess of caution for ScGov to
inform BiFab a guarantee would be illegal. The simplest question is whether it is certain
ScGov would be asked to deliver the guarantee prior to the end of transition?

5.
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7. Remedy

I am asked whether the ScGov decision to withdraw its willingness to provide a guarantee is

susceptible to judicial review. lf it is correct Sccov did not test the commercial market in
respect of the guarantee (and that might include advice from market players), did not at
least consult with HMG and there was no immediacy in respect of delivery of the guarantee
then the decision looks to be irrational in the Wednesbury sense ie put broadly, it was a
decision that no reasonable decision maker properly informed would have taken. lf that is

correct then the decision would be reduced (quashed) and the status quo ab ante restored.
ln other words ScGov would return to the position where it was willing to enter into a

guarantee of BiFab in respect of the NnG project. lt will be appreciated this view proceeds

on what is incomplete information in part due to the unwillingness of ScGov to reveal the
advice it has received. Were this advice from Law Officers I could understand such

unwillingness but if it is from another source it is difficult to understand why it is not being
revealed.
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